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ABSTRACT: 

This study reports on preparatory- stage students in Egyptian 

language school with a focus on Gamification and Creative problem 

solving (CPS). The research problem stated in “The shortage of acquiring 

the scientific concepts in science and retain it, in addition to weakness of 

creative problem-solving skills for 2nd prep Students”. An oriented 

module prepared according to gamification principals and CPS skills and 

introduced in the summer semester of 2018 academic year to 25 

candidates students in one of the language schools. They studied for 16 

sessions, 2 sessions per week. Throughout the module, students studied 

through flipped classroom to promote their scientific concepts acquisition 

that encourage their meaningful understanding of the “Cell module” 

concepts and develop their creative problem solving skills through the 

challenges they faced in studding its lessons. To achieve the aim of the 

research, two learning instruments were built; “The cell module” 

student’s booklet and teacher guide, in addition to the gamified cell sites 

through virtual learning environment. The framework that guided this 

study based on experiential, constructivist methods; their responses’ data 

analyzed quantitatively and discussed qualitatively. The author developed 

two quantitative instruments: A Scientific concepts test and Creative 

problem solving questionnaire. The former was to probe the cognitive of 

the students had in relation to the scientific concepts of the cell module 

before and after their studies of the educational module. The second 

instrument used to measure the impact of the oriented module on 

promoting the students’ skills in solving the scientific problems creatively. 

Statistical data analysis using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

indicates that students in their post-results had developed better cognitive 

organization for the scientific concepts of the cell module; positive 

responses towards solving the scientific concepts. Gamification has a 

motivational affordances and psychological outcomes (as well as 

behavioral, mental and cognitive 
outcomes

). 

Keywords: Gamification, Scientific concepts, Creative Problem 

Solving skills (CPS). 
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 مستخلص:

ّيددد اللحث ادددللحثادددعثِلفثدددَل"اددداالاعتعْدددةلاحتثادددع"لحث اعْ ْدددةلحث  عتعْدددةال

Gamificationحثاعددٌولًايددعحح للددكلحث  دد عةللاعمثدد اددِلحابددع"لحث  ددعىْملحثاع ْددةلل

بطدداالحب  عحّددةلثطددف"لحثادد لحثدددع ِلحدتدد حسُلبللدد لادد حح لحثع ددع لاددِلااددا ل

عىْملحثاع ْددةلاددِلحثاعددٌولً" دعددملا دد عةلحث اددللحثاددعثِلاددَلا ددا لحا بددع"لحث  دد

ًحلال  عظلبيدع لادكثحللدكلحث  د ف لحثاع ْدةلبطاّتدةلحب  عحّدةلثد ٍل دف"لحثاد ل

(لانل دف"ل05حثدع ِلحدت حسُا لًاتعًلث ط ْقلأسًح لحث اللتعَلتْنةل"  ٌنلانل)

حثا لحثدع ِلحدتد حسُلادِلاد حح لحثع دع لب ادا لا دعلأسٍلفثدَل دا لحا بدع"ل

ٌْثددٌ ِلباددٌحيلًظْ ْددة لًلحث اعاددكلاددالحث  دد ف لحثاع ْددةلحث  ددعىْملحثاع ْددةلاددِلحث 

باعٌللفب حتْة لًثع  عبلتعَلىكهلحث   عةل"ملبنعءلاٌسٌّللاحثخعْةالًا عىْ يعلحثتدعممل

تعَلا عسُءلحتثاع"لحث  عتعْةلًحث يعحح لحدب حتْدةلثادكلحث  د ف  لا دعل"دملفتد حسل

فتد حسلأسح"دِلحثتْدع لاعدما لًث أسح"ِلحث ادللحث اعْ ْدةلًىدِلاا دع"لحثطعثدبلًلسثْدكلح

ثتْددع لادد ٍلفث ددعولحثطددف"لب  ددعىْملحثخعْددةل  ددكلاختباا ا افاهاا الع افةلالاا : -1ًى ددعل)

ًىدٌلمقلا   لاا افالاا بط يقة قا  عيةا لا :  -2ًبا لسححسةلحث ٌسٌّللحث اعْ دِ ل

أسحيلثتْع لا ٍلحا فكلحثطف"لث يعحح للكلحث  د ف لبطاّتدةلفب حتْدةل  دكلًباد ل

(ل20ّددٌللحث اعْ ددِ( ل"ددملحم ْددعحلاب ٌتددةلحث اددللًحث ددَل" ٌ ددملاددنل)سححسددةلحث ٌس

ب ادا لً  تدملأسًح لحث ادللل عثبلبعثا لحثدع ِلحدت حسُلبلل لا حح لحثع دع 

(ل50 5)لً"ٌصعمل  عمجلحث اللفثَلً ٌسلااًالسحثدةلحلادعمْعًلتند لابد ٌٍلتعْيم 

حم  دعحلحث  دعىْمللبْنلا ٌسطَلسح ع لحثطف"لاَلحث ط ْتْنلحثت عَلًحث ا ٍلث كلان

حثاع ْددة لًاتْددع للددكلحث  دد ف لبطاّتددةلفب حتْددةلثاددعثدلحث ط ْددقلحث ادد ُ لا ددعل"ددمل

 لً"ٌصدكلحث ادللفثددَلSPSS"اعْدكلحث ْع دع لبعسد خ حولبا دعاجلحثاااددةلحلالادعمْةل

ااعثْةلحث ٌسٌّللحث اعْ دِلادِلحابدع"لحثطدف"لحث  دعىْملحثاع ْدةلبدعث ٌسٌّللحث اعْ دِل

إتدعسيلحثنردالًأًصَلحث ادللب  ف لبطاّتةلفب حتْةلث ّيم لحث ً"ن ْةلايعحح للكل

حتثاددع"لحث اعْ ْددةلحث  عتعْددةا لاددَلانددعىجلحثاعددٌولًلفتدد حسىعلاددِل ددٌءلا ددعسُءلا

حتمددكلبعسدد اح"ْبْةلاحث اددكلحح للددكلحث  دد ف لبطدداالفب حتْددة لً  ددٌ ملايددعً

عملاددِلحث تعددٌ"ا لاددكثحل"دد حّبلحث اع ددْنلتعددَلادددكلىددكحلحث ٌ ددو لث  اْددكلسًحلحث دد ا

لحثا عْةلحث اعْ ْةلًحلا  تعللانلحث اعملحثتعمملتعَلحث اعملفثَلحث اعملحثتعمملتعَلحثطعثب 

 اف لا ط افاهت لل :

لحدب حتْةل لحث يعحح  لحثاع ْة  لحث  عىْم لحا بع" لحث  عتعْة  لحث اعْ ْة حتثاع"

لثاكلحث   ف 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Scientific concepts considered one of the main components of 

scientific knowledge, its magic key and its basis. The educators 

emphasize the importance of scientific concepts acquisition in an 

accurate and correct method. In which this acquisition became main 

goal in all subjects over all curricula in every educational stages, 

and one of the important goals of scientific education.  

Scientific concepts are fundamental to understand the general 

structure of science and knowledge. Moreover, it becomes the 

educational goal of science curricula for the learners to be able to 

proceed and follow the new in all sciences and knowledge 

disciplines. In addition, it becomes the foundation stone to learn the 

principals and the scientific theories (Zaytoon, 2003, p.84). 

Alnagdy, et al. (2003) assured that it is important to find the suitable 

methodology to introduce these concepts in a meaningful structure 

to the students to be able to acquire and retain it easily. Where 

scientific concepts in the science field are tools for reflection and 

inquiry, also it helps students to organize their experiences to think 

and solve the scientific problems (p.349). 

The use of technology can help in increasing the learning 

engagement. Learning becomes a more active experience, 

stimulating students at a deeper level. Many education products 

employ the principles of gamification, which is the use of game 

mechanics in non-entertainment environments to change user 

behavior and drive engagement. The use of games to teach students 

is not new and the importance of play in facilitating learning has 

long been recognized. Today‟s technology provides for an even 

more immersive experience. Games increase enjoyment for students 

by providing rewards and feedback, which can improve students‟ 

attitudes toward learning traditionally challenging subjects like 

mathematics or science (Rubin, 2011, pp. 167-170). 

Gamification approach increases participation and motivation 

of the learner, the learning process will be more effective, efficient, 

attractive and fun. Gamification has an active role in learning 

process; it enhances learning, student engagement and as a 

technological approach that is necessary and relevant to today‟s 

learner. Gamification can play a big role when we incorporate into 

the learning process by enhancing student engagement, learning and 
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then student‟s motivation levels could be increased, so he could 

build his knowledge network. Besides, game applications give the 

sensation not being criticized or judged; activate a better memory by 

increasing levels of learning; stimulate creativity in problem solving 

accelerating the innovation processes; build a “customized 

knowledge ” as mentioned by (Bozkurt, 2014). 

The application of game design techniques and mechanics to 

problem solving has motivated students to overcome obstacles to 

reach desirable goals. The success of gamification in the corporate 

world has set a new standard for using strategic thinking to find 

creative solutions to the most baffling problems a student can face, 

including the discovery of new ways to overcome his real life 

challenges.  

Sense of the Problem: 

Our societies are dominated and even 'driven' by ideas and 

products from science and technology (S&T), and it is very likely 

that the influence of science and technology on our lives will 

continue to increase in the years to come. Scientific and 

technological knowledge, skills and artefacts 'invade' all realms of 

life in modern society: the workplace and the public sphere are 

increasingly dependent on new as well as upon more established 

technologies, which reflected on our students‟ ways of thinking. In 

addition, this should be modified in our curricula to deal with these 

challenges especially in science learning, which become the 

foundation stone to understand many phenomena in our life. This 

should be oriented from the students‟ perspectives which interested 

in game- based learning full of challenges and this we called 

“student- centered learning”. The researcher was confirmed from 

the previous by conducting pilot study on (50) random prep- stage 

students at many Egyptian language schools, through the application 

of the scientific concepts test and creative problem solving 

questionnaire prepared by the author in the second semester of the 

2017/2018 academic year. The results of the pilot study were the 

shortage in scientific concepts and creative problem solving skills 

for preparatory grade students. This matched with many studies like 

(sung; chang & Liu, 2016), (Elnemr, 2015), (Mahmoud, 2015), 

(Farahani;  Hasan & Noroozi, 2014), (UNESCO, 2010).  

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042814038579#!
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Therefore, the researcher seeks to identify the effectiveness of 

Gamification in the development of scientific concepts acquisition 

and creative problem solving skills for Preparatory grade students, 

since to the researchers‟ knowledge, there is no Arab or foreign 

study done this research before. 

Statement of Problem: 

Although gamification is gaining more attention, there is a 

lack of studies, which would reveal its relations in fostering 

meaningful understanding to scientific concepts and solving the 

problems in a creative ways depending on the flipped learning trend. 

Most Preparatory students in Egypt schools face difficulties in 

science learning due to the complexity of this school subject 

especially in the way it taught by that lacks creating interest that is 

typical of conventional teaching methods. Gamification approach 

increases participation and motivation of the learner, the learning 

process will be more effective, efficient, attractive and fun” 

(Bozkurt, 2014). The author in the light of previous tried to deal 

with students‟ scientific concepts acquisition difficulties and their 

weakness of creative problem-solving skills by building an 

enrichment module “The Cell” through Gamification to deal with 

these difficulties especially in the language schools in which their 

students face difficulties also in the scientific concepts acquisition 

due to the foreign language. Therefore, the study seeks to answer 

the following research question: What is the efficacy of 

Gamification to increase the Scientific Concepts acquisition in 

science learning and enhancing the creatively problem solving 

skills for second prep. students? A number of sub-questions were 

raised to formulate the stages of the study: 

1. What is the effectiveness of the suggested module to increase the 

students’ scientific concepts acquisition? 

2. What is the effectiveness of the suggested module to increase the 

students’ creatively problem- solving skills? 

 The Study Objective  

The study aims to:  

1. Build an oriented learning module according to gamification 

principals, supported with CPS model stages, which could help 

preparatory students in scientific concepts acquisition and 
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enhance their creative problem solving skills. 

2. Investigate if there are differences in the means of students‟ 

scores of scientific concepts test attributed to the oriented 

module.  

3. Investigate if there are differences in the means of students‟ 

scores of problem solving questionnaire attributed to the oriented 

module.  

4. Create a space to play, discuss, reflect on the challenges students 

faced during learning the module through flipped classroom, and 

create a positive learning environment to solve problems in an 

innovative way and acquire the cell module scientific concepts. 

 The Study Importance:  

The study is seeking to: 

 Design an oriented module that could be used by teachers to 

employ Gamification and CPS model in teaching. 

 Promoting teachers in helping their students to pleasantly acquire 

the scientific concepts, and develop their scientific concepts 

acquisition.  

 Introduce a Scientific Concepts Test to the cell module, which 

could be used as an assessment tool in the cell topic. 

 Introduce a CPS questionnaire that could be used by researchers 

in science-learning field. 

Methods: 

 Research design: 

A mixed method was employed through descriptive analytical 

methods, which used to obtain information concerning the research 

problem situational variables, and carrying out analysis using 

quantitative and qualitative data. The experimental approach was 

mainly used in order to deal with the processes proposed at the 

different stages of the study that answer the research questions and 

address its main aims through the experimental group. 

 Profile of the participants: 

Convenience Sampling used to select participants of this 

study as they were enrolled in an oriented module, which needs 
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students whom interested in science learning and educational 

technology, to be flexible to apply the oriented module objectives in 

one of the Egyptian language schools.  

 Terms and Procedural Definitions: 

1. Gamification: Gamification has been defined as “a process of 

enhancing services with (motivational) affordances in order to 

invoke gamely experiences and further behavioral outcomes in 

learning process” as expressed by Huotari& Hamari (2012);  

Hamari (2013). 

2. Acquisition of scientific concepts: It is the gaining of meanings 

and the scientific concepts in the cell module, and the ability to 

retain it easily, measured by the degrees obtained by students in 

the scientific concepts test prepared by the researcher for this 

purpose. 

3. Creative problem- solving skills (CPS): They are skills that 

help students to redefine the problems and opportunities they 

face, come up with new, innovative responses and solutions, and 

then take action. The tools and techniques used make the process 

fun, engaging, and collaborative. CPS not only helps students 

create better solutions, it creates a positive experience that helps 

speed the adoption of new ideas through its stages‟ steps 

(Creative Education Foundation, 2015). They measured by the 

degrees that students gained in the CPS questionnaire prepared 

by the author. 

 Limitations of the research: 

1. Human limits: the study is limited to second prep. Stag Students, 

where a group of (25) students were enrolled in the study. 

2. Place limits: the study was conducted in Hours language school 

associated the Ministry of Education in Egypt, Cairo 

governorate. 

3. Time limits: the study was conducted during the summer term 

(August and September) of the academic year 2017/2018. 

 Procedures: 

Reoriented module based on Gamification principals to deal 

with the students‟ difficulties in scientific concepts acquisition in 

science through interesting student- centered learning approach. In 
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addition, teaching methodologies that adopt gamification and 

preparing Teacher‟s guide introduces how to teach the module and 

Student book to the participants‟ students, also Gamification 

software and websites, which introduce the module concepts 

according to gamification principals. The main method in revising 

the research was by the “experimental” method. To make sure that 

the reoriented module followed an acceptable structure in terms of 

module design, learning objectives and description were then stated 

and reviewed from specialists in science education in Ain- Shams 

University. The module was a four-hour sessions per 8 weeks 

offered in the summer term in the academic year 2017/2018. The 

research tools applied pre and post the oriented module teaching, 

and quantitative data analyzed using Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS 9). 

 Review of  Literature: 

The objective of this theoretical background review is to 

develop a vision for using Gamification in teaching and learning to 

develop the scientific concepts acquisition and creative problem 

solving skills. The theoretical framework includes the axes of the 

gamification, scientific concepts acquisition and creative problem 

solving skills (CPS). 

First: Gamification 

Over the past few years, there has been extensive discussion 

about the use of games in education. Gamification of education is a 

relatively new trend in education as mentioned by (Kapp, 2012), 

(Ferdig, 2009) & (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004). Educators have 

long used games facilitated through other media to offer a useful 

framework for considering what constitutes a game. Based on game-

related work from diverse disciplines including history, 

anthropology, sociology, philosophy, and education, these authors 

define a game as “a system in which players engage in an artificial 

conflict, defined by rules, which result in a quantifiable outcome”. 

According to this framework, game systems define a boundary 

between an artificial game environment and the real world, and the 

artificial environment is partially defined by objects, attributes, 

rules, and a set of internal relationships. Games prescribe a conflict 

or contest that players negotiate through decision-making and 

actions. As players make progress toward the resolution of the 
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conflict or contest, they earn points or other quantifiable markers 

denoting success (or failure). Games can be delivered through 

multiple media requiring varying levels of technology; in the current 

study, game mediated sites through computer-based virtual 

environment software were used. 

Gamified content, especially often excel in creating an illusion 

of autonomy from a highly structured set of rules. Juul (2003) 

provides a more detailed definition of a gamified content, which is: 

“A gamified learning is a rule-based formal system with a variable 

and quantifiable outcome, where different outcomes are assigned 

different values, the player exerts effort in order to influence the 

outcome, the player feels attached to the outcome, and the 

consequences of the activity are optional and negotiable”. Many of 

the elements listed in this definition are directly comparable to 

elements within formal learning, from „variable and quantifiable 

outcomes‟ (grades) to the effort required by the learner („player‟) to 

affect the outcome (gain a particular grade). A significant 

difference, however, is in the final clause, as the consequences of 

learning are typically more concrete and long lasting, for example 

failing within a formal learning process can have detrimental effects 

on the learner‟s future. 

Some would say that gamification and game-based learning 

are the same. Others feel that they are different, and the difference is 

significant. Others say that they are slightly different but tend to 

overlap; the difference between the two concepts could be 

illustrated as follow. Gamification describes the process of 

applying game-related principles- particularly those relating to user 

experience and engagement- to non-game contexts such as 

education.” These game-related elements include points, badges, 

leader boards, levels, stories, goals, social interaction, feedback, 

challenges, and these all introduced through strategies that depend 

on student-centered learning approach.  Game-based learning, on 

the other hand, refers to the use of actual games to reach learning 

outcomes, while teaching/ learning strategies that used do not 

depend on student-centered learning approach (Nicolson, 2012). 

Gamification is more about adding game elements to pre-

determined learning activities, lesson plans, and classroom 

practices, as a more first-person classroom exercise, whereas, game-
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based learning uses a comprehensive, interactive game, which is 

often more individual in nature, as the centerpiece around which 

students learn. The Gamification operates through experience 

systems based on a structured storytelling. The script of a game 

application include both game mechanics and dynamics: mechanics 

are the rules that make up the game settings and manage the 

interaction between player (input) and system (output); dynamics 

instead identify the behaviors adopted in game progression. The 

mind is so much pleasantly captured by the game setting, that it 

plunge into the “flow”, a state of consciousness in which the user is 

totally immersed in a task: this state causes a total involvement, 

focus on the goal, positivity and gratification in performing a task. 

Gamification has been defined as a process of enhancing 

services with (motivational) affordances in order to invoke gamely 

experiences and further behavioral outcomes as expressed by 

(Huotari & Hamari, 2012) &  (Hamari, 2013). In defining 

gamification, they highlighted the role of gamification in invoking 

the same psychological experiences as games (generally) do. 

Deterding et al. (2011), on the other hand, emphasize that the 

affordances implemented in gamification have to be the same as the 

ones used in games, regardless of the outcomes. However, it is 

unclear which affordances are unique to games as well as which 

psychological outcomes can be strictly considered to stem from 

games. From the perspective of these definitions, there is room for a 

large variety of studies that could be framed as gamification. 

Therefore, one goal of this review is to explore what the actual 

empirical works on gamification have been studying as motivational 

affordances and psychological outcomes (as well as behavioral 

outcomes). 

Just focusing on gamification for a moment, Hanus (2015) 

found that students who participated in gamified learning, in 

comparison with those who didn‟t, were more motivated, 

empowered, and satisfied with their learning, and that is positively 

affected their final grades. Interestingly, that study also suggested 

that a strong focus on rewards, as it is an extrinsic motivator, might 

be behind gamification‟s ineffectiveness. Therefore, as was stated in 

that study, “some care should be taken when applying certain 

gamification mechanics to educational settings.” While in liu & 

Chen (2013) study, which looked the effect of an educational card 
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game on learning in science-related concepts, it reported positive 

results in terms of knowledge acquisition and developing positive 

attitudes towards learning.  

Gamification in science education couldn‟t achieve the 

curriculum outcomes without many other factors like: a) the teacher 

awareness of this technique and its impacts on his students. b) The 

well-designed curriculum based on these virtual games. c) The 

restrictions or flexibility of the schools, d) the other technological 

aids such as virtual classroom. IT experts, educational software, 

internet availability, and e) assessing the students step by step after 

each activity to detect their needs as cited by (Becker, 2007, pp. 

478- 488) & (Klopfer et al., 2009). 

Briefly, success seems to be dependent on how gamification is 

implemented. “The effects are greatly dependent on the context in 

which the gamification is being implemented, as well as on the users 

using it,” Glover (2013) cautioned, “to encourage meaningful 

learning experiences requires considerable thought about what is 

appropriate for the learners and the context. This is essentially the 

same as designing learning activities more generally, and 

gamification should be considered during this same design stage.” 

(p.2005). 

Glover (2013) stated, “Gamification has enhanced education 

technology in both the workplace and educational settings. 

Emerging technologies promise the availability of new tools that 

will make the virtual experience more practical and beneficial to 

existing and up-and-coming workforces. Gamification surpasses 

many alternative problem-solving tools because it continues 

delivering benefits long after helping to find solutions to a problem. 

The problem-solving skills developed through gamification will 

build a resilient organizational culture that routinely meets and 

overcomes challenges on the road to success.” (p. 2000) 

However, Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) and 

Learning Management Systems (LMSes) make an ideal location for 

the implementation of gamification. This is because they typically 

contain all of the functionality required to support activities, 

resource sharing, and collaboration, as well as providing methods to 

track a learner‟s progress and interactions. In some systems, manual 

analysis of this data might be necessary; however, the recent interest 

http://www.customlogocases.com/the-ultimate-edtech-guide/edtech-and-business/
http://www.customlogocases.com/the-ultimate-edtech-guide/edtech-and-business/
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in personalized learning has resulted in most of the major platforms 

implementing features that can be harnessed to gamify learning like 

Moodle, Blackboard and Edmodo. This could be further enhanced 

by making use of other features, such as using quizzes to assess the 

students‟ learning, or requiring a vote in a poll prior to moving to 

the next level (set of resources). When the learner has completed 

enough activities, or demonstrated a specific competency, a badge 

could be awarded automatically and displayed on their profile. 

Because of this perspective, the author presented the concept of 

gamification as enrichment elements in the oriented module to 

increase the students‟ scientific concept acquisition, and 

encouraging e-learning playing at home by accessing the module 

and games online through Edmodo virtual classroom. This could be 

supported with numerous classroom activities including laboratory 

exercises, brief lectures, formative assessments, small group 

activities, and whole-class discussions (Glover, 2013). 

Research on educational games has documented the successful 

use of computer-based games like gamification for supporting a 

variety of learning outcomes important for science education. These 

outcomes include understandings of content in Clark et al. (2011) 

study, interest in science in Kuo (2007) study, inquiry skills in 

Ketelhut, Nelson, Clarke, & Dede (2010) study, creativity such in 

Annetta, Cheng, & Holmes (2010), scientific habits of mind in 

Steinkuehler & Duncan (2008), and critical thinking in Squire 

(2006) study. A recent report from the National Research Council 

(NRC) on games and education concludes that: “Simulation and 

games have potential to advance multiple science learning goals, 

including motivation to learn science, conceptual understanding, 

science process skills, understanding of the nature of science, 

scientific discourse and argumentation, and identification with 

science and science learning (Honey & Hilton, 2011, p. 54). 

Given the sum of these findings, this research is interested in 

moving beyond the question of whether gamification support 

learning to how gamification can be used productively in science 

learning outcomes especially “the scientific concepts acquisition 

and Creative problems-solving skills”. Gamified learning materials 

implemented through virtual classrooms to help students to achieve 

the curriculum outcomes in parallel with the in-classroom activities. 

This depends on the adolescents properties, which need this type of 
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learning according to their age- stage as recommended by (Software 

Association, 2013). 

Second: Scientific concepts acquisition: 

Science is a great enterprise that nations depend on, in-order 

to advance technologically. Science therefore, is receiving much 

emphasis in education because of its significance and relevance to 

life and society. Science is the prerequisite subject for many fields 

of learning contributes immensely to the technological growth of the 

nation. This includes medicine, forestry, agriculture, biotechnology 

and nursing. The study of science concepts can equip students with 

useful concepts, principles and theories that will enable them face 

the challenges before and after graduation. 

It has been observed that one common problem encountered 

by the students in the science learning is difficulty in understanding 

and acquiring scientific concepts. Many students become 

discouraged by the course because of the complex vocabulary they 

need (or they believe they need) to memorize in order to understand 

the subject. In effect, efforts should be made to reduce the total 

amount of information students are expected to memorize; reduce 

the use of the passive lecture format; and devote more effort to 

helping students become active, independent learners and problem 

solvers (Michel & chen, 2006). 

Science teachers and researchers have a vision that all students 

are capable of learning Science, This is done best in socially 

organized environments, and with a curriculum that is more student-

centered than teacher-centered as proved in  (Hassard & Dias, 

2009). Scientific concepts are the axes around which science 

curriculum revolves. Zaytoon (2013) indicates that scientific 

concepts are considered basis of science and scientific knowledge 

that assist in understanding the structure of science transferring, the 

impact of learning, and connecting scientific facts. According to 

Murphy (2002), concepts are mental representations that allow us to 

draw appropriate inferences about the type of entities we encounter 

in our everyday lives. Concepts help us to make deductions and 

explain even more ideas that are complex. 

Concepts can thus act as building blocks of more complex or 

even abstract representations as mentioned in (Zirbel, 2006, p.1221). 

Despite the significance of the scientific concepts, students face 
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difficulties in acquiring these concepts such as lacking the scientific 

background as well as confusing between the scientific term with its 

meaning or verbal reference. One of these difficulties is represented 

in implementing traditional science learning as cited in (Khataybeh, 

2011). Al-Tarawneh, M. (2016) indicated that, traditional science 

learning has been criticized for not engaging learners or fostering 

deeper understanding. The above mentioned difficulties can be 

overcome by using entertainment and fun-based teaching methods 

in which the learner acquires direct experience from his/ her active 

interaction in the learning process and the Educational games 

(gamification) can be considered as an example of these fun-based 

teaching methods (p.31). 

A feature of most digital games is their combination of 

multiple sensory elements. They can be bright, colorful and often 

animated. Most have sounds, voices and/or music and require the 

player‟s physical interaction through keyboard or touchscreen 

actions. These visual, auditory and tactile elements activate multiple 

brain regions and thousands of neural circuits to process information 

and respond positively to acquire concepts. More activation that is 

neural means more mental stimulation, more engagement and 

ultimately, more learning. 

Jean  Piaget  once  wrote,  “Play  is  the  answer  to  the 

question:  how  does  anything  new  come  about?” When we 

provide opportunities for-and allow time for-students‟ self-initiated 

play, we are ensuring the full development of their curiosity, 

imagination, and creativity (Elkind, 2008). According to Salen  & 

Zimmerman (2004) a game is a system in which players engage in 

an  artificial  conflict,  defined  by  rules,  that  results  in  a  

quantifiable  outcome.  Kirriemuir & McFarlane (2004) reported 

implementation of games elements in education is a powerful 

learning tool, adding fun, and increase the scientific concepts 

acquisition.  

Acquisition  of  scientific  concepts  normally  occurs  through  

the  learners‟  interaction with the stimulations faced and 

experiences went through. This assisted learners in shaping a mental 

image of these stimulations and experiences based on the common 

characteristics of the stimulations. Educational games through 

gamified learning content increase self-confidence to students as 
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they reinforce the active role of the students in the learning process 

by participating in gaining knowledge. Al-Tarawneh (2016) & Folta 

(2010) showed that students not only enjoyed playing the game, but 

felt that it was a good educational tool because the outdoor science 

educational games made them felt they learned how to identify 

tracks of biological concepts depending on the role they play. 

It is well known that certain concepts related to biology are 

generally perceived by students to be abstract, complex and 

difficult. This situation may cause students to get bored. 

Gamification, increases motivation by converting boring and 

difficult tasks into entertaining and achievable ones.  This could be 

done through an effective student- centered learning approach. 

Researchers‟ state that intrinsic motivation can be increased via a 

well-organized gamification process and that students can 

eventually spend more time on course-related materials (Muntean, 

2011) & (Nicholson, 2012). 

Yapici & karakoyun (2017) examined whether science 

teachers would use gamification site in their future classes or not 

after involving them in his experimental study, they argued that they 

certainly would use it because it enhanced students‟ participation in 

their classrooms. Gamification had positive effects on active 

participation as well as on attendance in class and that, the students 

found the gamification process more pleasing, motivating and 

interesting when compared to the traditional teaching process. 

In addition, Klisch, Miller, Wang and Epstein (2012) found 

that science education gamification was effective in increasing 

adolescents‟ knowledge about the science content presented in the 

game. Furthermore, the increased knowledge resulted in a shift 

toward more negative attitudes in inhalants, indicating that the game 

was successful in enabling adolescents to identify inhalants as body 

pollutants. Furthermore, the results of research by Liu and Chen 

(2013) indicated that students demonstrated positive attitudes 

toward the use of the educational card game in science learning, and 

demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed education card game 

in improving students‟ scientific knowledge of transport and energy. 
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Third: Creative problem- Solving Skills (CPS): 

In the fast-changing world that we live in today, education 

must adapt to the different circumstances and technological trends. 

The reason is simple; the only way to survive the constant flow of 

ambiguity that change provides is by learning to be flexible and to 

communicate in different ways. However, in order to be able to 

prepare students to embrace change, the learning needs to be 

designed in a holistic way that addresses both cognitive and 

emotional ways of thinking. 

When students play games, they feel a sense of purpose and 

experience a desire for accomplishment. Every time players reach a 

new level of the game, they feel proud and then eagerly embark on 

the next challenge. Such a universal human experience now plays a 

significant role in the education world. Subjects with stagnant 

problem-solving skills and a lack of responsiveness to changes in 

their environment discovered they could reinvigorate their 

organizations by converting the problem solving into a game by 

setting goals and engaging students in a competition now called 

gamification (Sanchez, 2011). 

Gamification has enhanced education technology in both the 

workplace and educational settings. Emerging technologies promise 

the availability of new tools that will make the virtual experience 

more practical and beneficial to existing and up-and-coming 

workforces. Gamification surpasses many alternative problem-

solving tools because it continues delivering benefits long after 

helping to find solutions to a problem. The problem-solving skills 

developed through gamification will build a resilient organizational 

culture that routinely meets and overcomes challenges on the road to 

success (Ferguson, 2011). 

Using gamification to aid in cognitive development will allow 

an increase in the activity of the regions of the brain to allow for 

adequate development. Games that are produced specifically for 

enhancing cognitive development are often referred to as "brain 

games" Brain games have become increasingly popular and it 

depends on various questions and problems that the user has to 

answer or solve. Brain games can improve the rate in which the 

brain processes and maintains information (Twining, 2010). 
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The teaching of CPS through gamified content is very 

approachable and helps to reinforce the fact that the teaching of CPS 

is life changing. It not only allows students to find creative 

resolution to their problems, but also changes their attitude when the 

process is practiced repeatedly. “They seem to become more open to 

ideas; they also seem to appreciate and have a greater deal of respect 

for their own knowledge”. It also encourages creativity because of 

the interaction between thinking and emotion (Puccio, Mance & 

Murdock, 2011, p.82). 

CPS is a proven method for approaching a problem or a 

challenge in an imaginative and innovative way. It helps students re-

define the problems and opportunities they face, come up with new, 

innovative responses and solutions, and then take action. The tools 

and techniques used make the process fun, engaging, and 

collaborative and this could be done through gamification steps. 

CPS not only helps create better solutions, it creates a positive 

experience that helps speed the adoption of new ideas. (Creative 

Education Foundation, 2015) described CPS as the sum of its parts: 

a) Creative: specifies elements of newness, innovation, and novelty; 

b) Problem refers to any situation that presents a challenge, offers an 

opportunity, or represents a troubling concern; c) Solving: means 

devising ways to answer, to meet, or to satisfy a situation by 

changing self or situation. 

(Creative Education Foundation, 2015) detected the Core 

Principles of Creative Problem Solving in: 

 Divergent and convergent thinking must be balanced: Keys to 

creativity are learning ways to identify and balance expanding and 

contracting thinking (done separately) and knowing when to 

practice them. This matched with gamification through its flipped 

classroom approach. 

 Ask problems as questions: Solutions are more readily invited and 

developed when challenges and problems are restated as open-

ended questions with multiple possibilities. Such questions 

generate lots of rich information, while closed-ended questions 

tend to elicit confirmation or denial. Statements tend to generate 

limited or no response at all. This could be done through involving 

the students in the gamified challenges and supporting the learning 

process with such type of questions.  
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 Defer or suspend judgment: As Osborn learned in his early work 

on brainstorming, the instantaneous judgment in response to an 

idea shuts down idea generation. There is an appropriate and 

necessary time to apply judgment when converging. This could be 

done during the transferring from one level to the other in the 

gamified challenges. 

 Focus on “Yes and ...” rather than “No, but…” When generating 

information and ideas, language matters. “Yes, and” allows 

continuation and expansion, which is necessary in certain stages of 

CPS. The use of the word “but”-whether preceded by “yes” or 

“no”- closes down conversation, negating and everything that has 

come before it. This fluency in ideas could immerge during 

collaboration in the group working gamification activities. 

CPS Model: In the most recent iteration of the CPS Model, 

Uribe & Cabra (2010) detected four stages with six explicit steps. 

Within each stage, each step uses divergent and convergent thinking 

to measure the creativity of problem solving as follow: 

Table (1) CPS model stages 

Stage Step Purpose 

CLARIFY 1. Explore the Vision 

2. Gather Data 

3. Formulate the 

challenge 

 Explore the Vision 

 Identify the goal, wish, or 

challenge. 

 Gather Data, Describe and 

generate data to enable a 

clear understanding of the 

challenge. 

 Formulate the Sharpen 

awareness of the challenge 

and create Challenge 

questions that invite 

solutions. 

IDEATE 4. IDEATE ideas Generate ideas that answer the 

challenge questions. 

DEVELOP 5. Formulate Solutions To move from ideas to solutions, 

Evaluate, strengthen, and select 

solutions for best “fit.” 

IMPLEMENT 6. Formulate a Plan Explore acceptance and identify 

resources and actions that will 

support implementation of the 

selected solution(s). 
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This model and its stages could be merged with gamification 

principals through the teaching process, which depends on 

challenges and problem to be solved. There are many studies, which 

studied the effect of some methods or strategies on developing the 

students‟ creative problem solving like: Brainstorming as detected 

by Al-khatib (2012), Educational Program based on problem 

solving model as proved by Al-abadi, Z. (2008), Trafnger model as 

illustrated by Al-lala, S. (2009). However, there is no studies 

searched the impact of gamification on enhancing the creative 

problem solving to the preparatory stage students according to the 

knowledge of the researcher. 

Based on the views discussed above on the benefits of 

gamification and based on the assumption that teaching and learning 

Science is more acceptable -for adolescents  students- if tangible 

objects were employed to acquire scientific concepts, the present 

study investigates the effectiveness of gamification on acquiring 

scientific concepts and creative problem solving skills to the 2
nd

 

prep. stage students. The researcher benefited from reviewing the 

theoretical framework in preparing the research tools. 

 Research Hypotheses: 

To solve the research problem and answer the research 

questions, the researcher tested the following hypotheses: 

1. There is a statistically significant difference between the mean 

score of the pre and post- administration of the scientific 

concepts test in fever of the post administration. 

2. There is a statistically significant difference between the mean 

score of the pre and post- administration of CPS questionnaire in 

fever of the post administration. 

 Methodology: 

To answer the questions of the study and check the validity of 

its hypothesis, the following procedures were followed: 

First: Preparing the Learning materials: 

1- Selecting the scientific content: the researcher selected “the 

cell” topic to be learning module content because it is full of 

large scientific content, which is taught to the students in primary 

and preparatory stages at many levels of difficulties. In addition, 
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it contains a lot of scientific concepts that confuse most of 

students, according to the science teachers and students‟ 

complaints that the research recorded from many preparatory 

science teachers and students. The cell is a unit in their 

governmental science curriculum, which represent a scientific 

basis for the following years. The teaching time of the cell 

module is relatively large according the nature of gamification 

principals, and due to its large scientific content and the varieties 

of challenges and mental activities, illustrated in details in the 

teacher guide appendix (2).  

2- Preparation of the cell module student’s booklet through the 

following: 

a) Identify the aim of the module, and its lessons‟ learning 

objectives, specification table for teaching the module, which 

is 16 sessions, 2 sessions per week including the application of 

the measuring instruments, in addition to 7 hours homework. 

b) Construct the virtual classroom through Edmodo platform 

to communicate with the students, upload the content material 

interval on it, and send its code to the students. 

c) Preparation of the student’s booklet based on the module 

objectives: the researcher formulated the procedural objectives 

according to the Gamification principals steps which are 

(assessing the students- defining learning goals- structuring 

the gamifying experiences- identifying principals- applying 

gamification elements). This illustrated in details in the 

teacher guide (appendix 2), and support the module with the 

creative problem solving principals to develop its skills to the 

participants. The module content checked by some experts in 

science curricula at Ain- Shams University to establish its 

appropriateness for achieving the desired aims of the current 

research, suitability of the educational activities, evaluation 

techniques and the language used. Computation factor for 

content analysis validity was calculated with “Scott 

coefficient” through the following equation:  
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The coefficient was 0.9, which is acceptable, and reflects the 

reliability of the module content and the internal consistency of its 

content. The researcher modified the student‟s guide as directed by 

jury until the guide appeared in its final shape (appendix 2). 

d) Knowledge Construction activities: Students responded to 

the flipped classroom instructions, and checked the contents 

before their sessions on gamification sites uploaded to them, 

and investigate the scientific concepts during the social 

interaction with their groups and colleges. They practiced the 

creative problem solving subconsciously through dealing with 

the gamified cell virtual environment in class and during their 

home- working hours, following the teacher‟s instructions. 

Students reflected on their work in each lesson, discriminate 

between their in class and virtual classroom activities in 

knowledge acquiring and giving conclusion. 

3- Preparation of the cell module teacher’s guide through the 

following: 

The researcher prepared the guide according to the following 

steps: 

a) Illustrating the aim of the module, and the objectives of its 

lessons. 

b) Developing a brief theoretical framework on: 

“Gamification, its principals, How to gamify your class, 

gamification and its relation to scientific concepts acquisition, 

gamification and its relation to creative problem- solving”. 

c) Illustrating the general information of the module, which 

are: (1-Its name: “The cell module”, 2-the required hours: 

About 21 Hours divided between Class and home hours as 

follow:14 hours in 16 session, 2 sessions per week (each 

session 45 minutes) and 7 home- working hours (2 hours 

weekly), 3-The prerequisites and the module‟s content which 

is: “The cell history and definition, organelles names and 

function, adaptations, and flow of substances from and out of 

cell and Cell Division”). 

d) Detecting the module’s activities: and how to apply before 

and during each lesson. 

e) Detecting the learning sources: which are (Student‟s 
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booklet, Gamified- learning websites, Internet for enrichment 

information, Enrichment gamified sites for further information 

and the teacher‟s perspective for creativity). 

f) Methodology: There is mix of strategies and methods that 

used to implement the module goals. Each one illustrated 

clearly in details and how to apply during the module‟ 

procedures in the teacher guide (Appendix 2), and they are: 

(Gamification- Active lecture method- Discussion method- 

Analogies strategy- “pop sickles” method- Storytelling 

method- Flipped classroom strategy- Analogies- “Think- Pair- 

Share” strategy-"Commit and Toss" method-  “Watch- Think 

and Dig deep” strategy). 

g) Assessment and Evaluation: Students assessed through some 

activities and evaluated through (activities in class, Quizzes, 

class discussions, challenges overcome in the gamified sites, 

Reflection, Applying the post- measure instruments). The 

researcher illustrated in details the instructions of applying the 

assessment tools, and how to give feedbacks to the students to 

formulate their thinking ways process in the teacher guide 

(Appendix 2). 

h) Illustrating the module lessons plan: Give a time plan to 

how to teach each lesson and its class and home-working 

hours. 

Second: Preparation of the assessment instruments of the 

research: To identify the efficacy of “Gamification” in developing 

the scientific concept acquisition and the creative problem solving 

skills for the second preparatory students, two instruments were 

prepared which are scientific concepts test and creative problem 

solving questionnaire. The following procedures were followed: 

1- Preparation of the scientific concepts test: the test was 

prepared as follow: 

a) Identifying the aim of the test:  This test is prepared to 

measure the ability of the students to acquire the scientific 

concepts and retain them after studding the cell module.  

b) Analyzing the module content: The referees detected the 

relative weight to each module‟s subjects,  researcher 

considered it and then analyzed the cell module content to 
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extract the scientific concepts in each lesson to detect the 

specification table of the test and the weight of concepts in the 

test according to its weight in each lesson as shown below: 

Relative weight to each subject importance=n. of each 

subject session / total n. of all session×100 

Table (2) Relative weight of cell module subjects 

 

Table (3) Specification table of scientific concepts test 

 

c) Formula of the test: The test was prepared in the MCQ 

formula, 60 items in the knowledge and high levels of 

understanding without the high levels of objectives, because it 

is a scientific concepts acquisition test not an achievement 

test, aimed to check the ability of students to acquire and keep 

those concepts. The items distributed to cover the concepts 

weights, which calculated through the specification table. 
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d) Test validity: To check the test validity, it was submitted to a 

panel of jury to validate the comprehensiveness of the items, 

their suitability to the aim, preciseness of their formulation, 

their clarity and their language. The Spearman's rank-order 

correlation used to detect the consistency of the test by this 

equation: Reliability Coefficient = r

r

1

2
   and it was 0.78, 

which is efficient, and reflects the test internal consistency, 

modification was made and the test included 60 items. 

e) Piloting the test: The test was administrated to a piloting 

group that consisted of 45 3
rd

 grade students at 2 language 

schools (Cairo international schools and Horus language 

schools), Cairo Governorate, whom finished studding the cell 

unit in the academic year 2016/2017 according to the 

traditional teaching methods to determine their acquirements 

to the cell scientific concepts. The ease and difficulty 

coefficient to each item calculated, the coefficients‟ of all test 

items ranged from (0.83- 0.16) which reflect the suitability of 

the test items. The  reliability checked through the following: 

 Test reliability: Test reliability calculated by using 

Cronbach‟s Alpha formula statistically through SPSS 

package. Reliability coefficient was 0.75, which is an 

acceptable and suitable one and indicates the reliability of 

the test for application. 

 The time needed for answering the test: This was 

calculated by estimating the average of the time taken by 

the students in the pilot study. The average was “60 

minutes” including reading the test instructions. 

f) The final version of the test: In light of the previous results 

and procedures, the test putted in its final form consisted of 60 

items (Appendix 4). Instructions were putted in the beginning 

of the test with one example and answer sheet were prepared. 

g) The test correction: The test corrected, as 1 degree to each 

item, which has one correct answer, the maximum score of the 

test was 60 degrees, and the minimum score was zero. 
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2- Preparation of the Creative Problem-Solving Questionnaire: 

a) Identifying the aim of the questionnaire: This questionnaire 

is addressed to measure the student‟s creativity in problem- 

solving after their orientation in the cell module. 

b) Identifying the dimensions of the measure: After reviewing 

literature and previous studies related to the creative problem- 

Solving, the questionnaire is putted in two parts according to 

CPS model stages that has mentioned in the literature part;  

the first part is 17 (likert-scale) items with 5 responses (very 

often, often, sometimes, rarely, not at all). The second part is 

three problems with a MCQ & essay (11) questions were 

addressed to measure the student‟s creativity in solving the 

scientific problems. The relative weight of the stages in the 

questionnaire putted according to the nature of the scientific 

problem in the questionnaire and its required CPS model 

steps. 

c) Writing the instructions of the measure: The instructions of 

the questionnaire were written in a clear language, which 

makes it easy for students to understand and respond to its 

parts after introducing it to the pilot group to check its items 

clarity. It also included an illustrative example to guide the 

student. 

h) Validity of the measure: To check the questionnaire validity, 

it was submitted to a panel of jury to validate the 

comprehensiveness of the items, their suitability to the aim, 

preciseness of their formulation, their clarity and their 

language, modification were made and the questionnaire 

included 2 parts as illustrated before. 

d) Piloting the measure: The measure in its first form was 

administrated to the same scientific concepts test pilot group, 

in order to check: 

 Its reliability: it calculated by Cronbach‟s Alpha formula, 

which was 0.74, so the measure is applicable. 

 Duration of the measure: The average time for all the 

students in the pilot study to finish responding was 45  

 minutes. 
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e) Scoring the measure: The positive statements are given 5 

degrees for its responses according to its nature depending on 

the CPS model 4 stages, which illustrated clearly in its model 

answer. The maximum score of the questionnaire is 110 

degrees. 

f) The final version of the CPS questionnaire: After making 

the modifications, the final version of the questionnaire 

prepared (Appendix 4). Specifications of the first and second 

part are presented in the following tables: 

Table (4) Specification table of CPS questionnaire‟s first part 
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Table (5) Specification table of CPS questionnaire‟s second part 

 
 

Fourth: Field Application 

The field application has gone through the following stages: 

1. Pre-using of the learning materials: the researcher met with the 

science teachers and the experimental group to clarify: “the 

purpose of the research, its importance and philosophy, how to 

use the teacher‟s guide, how to construct a virtual classroom on 

Edmodo platform, and how to train the students to use it”. 

2. Pre-administration of the assessment instruments: The 

instruments of the research (scientific concepts test and CPS 

questionnaire) were administrated to the experimental group 

before teaching the module on 15/8/2018 to get data related to 

the pre- measurement. Teachers illustrated the significance of the 

CPS questionnaire to the students on their Edmodo class, and 

illustrated how they could enhance their skills with the helping of 

the CPS answer model guide (Appendix 4). 

Results of the study and their interpretations: 

This section presents results of the research in terms of its 

hypotheses as follow: 
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First: Results of the administration of the scientific 

concepts test, and checking the validity of the first hypothesis: 

To verify the validity of the first hypothesis, means and 

standard of deviations of the post score for the experimental group, 

SPSS 9 package was applied using the one- pair t- test to illustrate 

the t- value and its significance, the next table illustrated the results: 

Table (6) Comparison of pre and post- test results for second prep. Stage students‟ 

Scientific Concepts Test items 
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Table (7) Comparison of pre and post- test results for all test 

 

(d) Value is statistically significance as follow: (impact ratio is small if its=/<0.2, 

medium if it is =/<0.5, high if it is =/> 0.8 

The results of the study demonstrated that participant students 

in the gamification process had high levels of intrinsic motivation, 

and they achieved better results in general. The results showed the 

significant differences between the pre- and post-results at the level 

of (0.01) in most of the test‟s items, and (0.05) in (7, 15, 45, 51, 57) 

questions, while there is no significance in the (4, 5, 19,50) 

questions,  and this may be due to the pre-knowledge of the students 

to the cell from the last grades. Moreover, the impact ratio was 

calculated and d was 0.95, which is significant to the high impact of 

the module on students‟ acquiring to the scientific concepts. 

The results of the study revealed that gamification had 

positive effects on active participation as well as on attendance in 

class and that the students found the gamification process more 

pleasing, motivating and interesting when compared to the 

traditional teaching process in the scientific concepts acquisition, 

Similarly Yapici& Karakoym, (2017). Students gave a positive 

feedback on their flipped classroom, and the used strategies, which 

make the learning through gamification very interesting and 

matched their real life, which reflected on their learning, acquisition 

and retaining of the concepts and information, Furthermore, the 

gamification of content led to the large majority of students 

enjoying learning with the learning tool. Student feedback also 

highlights the potential for further developments, which would 

include the introduction of various difficulty levels to cater for 

diverse developmental stages of students. Other features of 

gamification, such as collecting points or high scores, could be 

implemented to spur on competitiveness among students and hence 

further their engagement with the learning tool and making their 

meaningful learning, and this matched with (Fleischmann& Ariel,  

2016).  
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Second: Results of the administration of the CPS questionnaire, 

and checking the validity of the second hypothesis: 

To verify the validity of the second hypothesis, means and 

standard of deviations of the post score for the experimental group, 

SPSS 9 package were applied using the one- pair t- test to illustrate 

the t- value and its significance, the next table illustrated the results: 

Table (8) Comparison of pre and post- test results for CPS 

questionnaire parts 

 
 

(t) Value is statistically significant at (0.05) level, if it is or passed (1.65) value 

(t) Value is statistically significant at (0.01) level, if it is or passed (2.33) value 

(d) Value is statistically significance as follow: (impact ratio is small if its=/<0.2, 

medium if it is =/<0.5, high if it is =/> 0.8 

The results of the study demonstrated that participant students 

immersed in the gamification process had high levels of creativity 

after their orientation in the gamified cell module. By analyzing the 

last statistical table, there is a statistical significance between the 

post and pre measurement at the level of (0.01) in the four stages, 

and (0.05) in “the implement stage” at the first part. While there is 

no significance in “ideate and implement stages” at the second part, 

and this may be the difficulty of the second part problems, 

Moreover, because the creative problem solving is a skill needs 
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more and more practices for a long time. the impact factor 

illustrated to each stage in the two parts in the last table. This 

matched with (Sanchez, 2011). This illustrated the efficacy of 

gamification in developing the creativity during solving the 

scientific problems through its challenges, which need organized 

mental procedures to overcome it and move from one stage or level 

to the other.  

To check the effectiveness of the module, Corrected Ezzat‟s 

Ratio (CEG) was calculated to the SC test and CPS test through the 

next equation:  

 

In which, M1= the mean of pre- measurement, M2= Mean of Pre- 

measurement, P= total degree to test/ questionnaire. (The module is not effective 

if CEG=/< 1.5, has a medium effect when it is 1.5-1.8, accepted and effective 

when it is =/>1.8) 

It was 2.65 to the scientific concepts test, and 1.92 to the CPS 

Questionnaire, which reflect the efficacy of the oriented module in 

increasing the scientific concepts of the cell content to the 2
nd

 prep 

students, and developing their creativity skills in problem- solving. 

Students reflected finally on their experiments in the module 

learning through gamification and the flipped classroom strategy, 

and they gave a positive responds and attitude ensuring that they 

really need fun and different strategies in their future learning.  

 Conclusion and Recommendations: 

In the light of the results of the current research, the researcher 

recommends the importance of preparing the science curricula based 

on gamifications, because it is one of the students real life tool, and 

due to its impact on developing their creativity. It is recommended 

to prepare and train the teachers to teach through gamification, 

flipped classroom and virtual learning environments, which enhance 

the meaningful learning and make the scientific concepts more 

durable in the students mind. Moreover, it is recommended to direct 

the attention of curriculum and program designers to place emphasis 

on Gamification and creative problem solving, and its strategies to 

develop the meaningful learning and creativity in science learning. 

 Suggestions for further research: 

In the light of the results of the current research, the researcher 
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suggests the following researches: 

 The efficacy of gamification in developing the meaningful 

learning and critical thinking in science learning (physics- 

chemistry- biology) for secondary grade students. 

 The efficacy of gamification in developing the creativity and 

motivation in science for the primary stage students. 

 The efficacy of a unit based on creative problem- solving model 

in developing the creative thinking skills for the secondary stage 

students. 

 The efficacy of creative problem solving model in developing the 

critical thinking and creativity in biology learning for secondary 

stage students. 

 The efficacy of creative problem solving model in developing the 

future thinking and decision making in biology learning for 

secondary stage students. 

 The efficacy of CPS model in developing the systematic thinking 

and knowledge management in biology learning for secondary 

stage students. 
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